SIDE DUMP BUCKET

Working in tight quarters? The Craig Side Dump Bucket is for you. Designed to work safely with your specific machine, the Side Dump Bucket allows conventional loading and lateral unloading for material. Simply pull up beside the truck or trench and dump the bucket sideways hydraulically. Eliminates excess loader travel and lost time.

- Boxed back frame offers superior strength and rigidity
- Equipped with rugged 5” cushion head cylinder
- Bolt-on reversible cutting edges
- Available in Craig Quik Key, OEM coupler and Pin-on configurations
- Available in left hand dump (standard) or right hand dump (optional)
- Mechanical side dump lock mechanism standard. Optional hydraulic lock mechanism available
- Optional third valve required on machine
- Critical wear areas utilize Brinell 400 wear plate
- Drilled to accept dealer specified edge, installed